AU: AUTOGRAH ABP COLLECTION: finding aid

Folder 1 – Promotional material and exhibition publications – 7 items


1/2 Promotional card advertising Mohini Chandra’s ‘Album Pacifica’ bookwork.

1/3 Marketing card advertising the opportunity and rates to subscribe to Autograph ABP with artwork by Mohini Chandra.

1/4 Black card booklet in black envelope entitled ‘A Sense of Place’ announcing Autograph ABP’s new home at Rivington Place with iniVA (Institute of International Visual Arts). The text is cut with small insert of glossy photographs of various works.

1/5 Folded card announcing Helen Nadeem as the first recipient of The University of Sunderland and Autograph Residency Partnership Programme, with small blurb about the artist and the organisations.


1/7 Compliments slip from Indra Khanna (Curatorial Assistant at Autograph ABP) to Vandana Patel (SALIDAA Archivist) recording that a selection of books has been enclosed for the SALIDAA archive. Dated 19th January 2004.